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Ergodίc Skew Product Transformations on the Torus
By Hirqtada ANZAI
§1. Introduction
It is the purpose of this £aper to give examples of ergodic trans-
formations of some special types and to discuss their properties, We
begin with the definition of skew product measure preserving trans-
formations. Let φ be a measure preserving transformation on a
measure space X. Let Y be another measure $ρace, and let us assume
that to every point x of the space ΛΓ, there corresponds a measure
preserving transformation ψ
x
 on Y.
r
<- Let Ω be the direct product
measure space of X and Y:
Ω = XxY, ,..ω f= O,2/),, co € Ω, X ξ X, y
 N6 Γ .
Denote the measures on X, Y and Ω, by m, μ and v respectively, v is
the coίfi{>leted direct product'rneasttfe M m and μ.
If the family of measure pYeseίving transformations \ψ
x
\x£X\
satisfies certain measurability conditions, it is easy to see that the
transformation T which is^  dfefiήd by
is a measure preserving transformation on Ω. Then T is called a skew
product measure preserving'Wans formation. In case the fariiily of trans-
formations {ψ
x
γ consists of tϊie] same tfansfόrmatioii fy, the skew
product transformation T is the ditέct product traiisfόrm^tion^ oί φ
aίid ψ.
In this paper we^^ assume that φ is^  ah ergodic measure preserving
transformation on a mέafeure $ςώ& X, and that Ύ is the usual Lebέs-
gue measure space of thέ set of real nuithfeers mod 1, which will be
called simply circle.
Let A be the set of all Γ-vaίueS hieasurable functions on X. To
any a (x) belonging to A we may assign a bne-tbyohe mapping T on
ί2 in the follQ^wing way;
 ;
) = (φx, a
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The function a(x) + y is a Γ-valued measurable function on ί2, that
is, for any Borel set B in Γ, the set \(x,y)\a{x)+yeB\ is y-measur-
able and by Fubini's theorem the following equality holds:
v{(x9 y)\a(x)+yeB] == ^ μ{y\yeB-a(x)} m{dx).
If N is a Borel set of /^-measure zero we have the identity:
μ{y\yβN-a(x)}=0 for alia:. This means v[(x9y)\a(x)+y€N\=0,
This implies that for any /^-measurable set L, the set {(x,y)\oc(x)
+y€L\ is v-measurable, therefore for any complex-valued/^-measur-
able function g-Xy), fl..(α(a?) + y.) is a ^-measurable function. Hence we
for 2ny fi{x)eLiχX\g{y)eLτ{Y)t the following equality:
dxdy = j /(#$){] g (oc(x) + y) dy} dx
g (2/) dy} dx = JJ f{x) g{y) dxdy .
On the other hand it is shown in the s£me way that g ( — a(φ~1x)4-yy)
is also ^-measurable and that the following equality holds:
dxdy= ]j/(a?) fl (») dxdy.
Thus the transformatioii Γ is proved tα be a measure preserving trans-
formation on Π, T is called skew product transformation with the a-
function a(x).
Except in § 2 we treat the case in which the space X is also a
circle, therefore the product space Ω is a two-dimensional torus, and
the transformation φ is a translation by some irrational number y mod
1.
The author is much indebted to Professor S. Kakutani for his kind
discussions on the whole subjects of this paper, especially we owe him
the essential simplification of the proof of Theorem 1 and 2. Further
he taught the author that Professor J. von Neumann had proved the
following theorern: The ergodic transformation (x,y)-+(x+y,x + y)
oμ the torus is spectrally isomorphic to the direct product trans-
formation.''of the^ ^ translation α:-->b-fγ on the circle and the shift-
transformation on the infinite dimensional torus 2\ though these trans-
formations are not spatially isomorphic to each other. This f^ct has
been the stimulation in. obtaining the results of §6.
1) C*» y)-+Q?~lχ> ~x Op^^-^-y) i s the inverse mapping of Or,-y)*+Qpx, *OO+y).
2) Infinite dimensional torus means the infinite direct product measure space of
circles.
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§2. Proper values and ergodicity
We denote by B the submodule of A, whose elements ξ(x)eΞ are
of the form ξ (x)=θ(x)-θ(φx) for some θ(x)eA.
Remark. If a{x)=a\x) holds for almost all x, the corresponding
skew product transformations T and T differ only on a null set, that
is {ω\TωφT'ω\ is a null set in Ω. Therefore we regard the two
^-functions as the same if they differ only on a null set. By the same
reason if ξ(x)—θ(x)—θt<px) for almost all x, for some θ(x)eA, we
denote ξ(x)ea. Throughout this paper any equality between func-
tions should* be taken as the equality for almost all values of the
variable.
Theorem 1. Let T be a skew product transformation with, an
a-function ct(x). T has the proper value λ if and only if pa(x)—\€a
for some integer p.
Theorem 2* T is ergodic if and only if
 vpa(x) never belongs toJβ
unless pφO*
We begin with the proof of Theorem l.-\. Let fix, y) be a
function belonging to the proper value λ. Then we have
(3 ) f(T(xty)) = f{φxfa(x)+y)^^
From (1) it follows
( 2 ) y(<px, <x(x)+y)exp( — 2πipy) dy
Put
( 3 ) fp(z) =
 ; f/O> y)expX-2πipy) dy .
From (2) and (3) We have
( 4 ) fp{φx) exp (2πίpa(x)) =t ^ Mx)
Take the absolute value of both sides of (4),
The ergodicity of φ implies that (5) is a non-negative constant &p\ If
there exists a function θp(x)eA such that
( 6 ) fP(x) == cp ex£>
Since f{xyy) is not identically zero, there exists at least an integer p,
for which CPΦ0. Let us assume that p is such an integer. Replacing
&6 fj. A N Z A I
fP(x) in (4) by (6) we have
( 7 ) θriφx^paφ) = \)
that is
(7') .:»<*(s)fτ-Λ = θPix)-θP{φx),. .
Conversely if (7') holds, efxp {2πi{θp{x)+py)\ is a proper function to
the proper value λ. This domjplfetes the proof of Theorem 1.
Suppose thkt Γ is not έrgόdic. Then there exists an invariant
fulnction /(x, y) which is riot a/constant:
(8) f(φx, a{x)+y) = f(x,y).
Then by the definition of fP{x) in (3) we have
( 9 ) fP (φx) exp (2πipa(x)) = fp (x).
For p = 0 in (9) we have f0 (ψto) •= f0 (x). This equality ishows that
f
o
(x) is a constant because of the ergodicity of φ, therefore there
must exist an integer =^4=0 for which' fP(x) does hot vanish identically.
For this p repeating the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1
we can find a function θ(x)eA such that pa(x) = θ(x)—θ(φx) holds.
Conversely if ' pά(x)=θ(x) — θ\φx) holds for some pH=0, then by
(7), we see that exp {2πi(θ(x)+py)\ is an invariant function, which
is not a constant since pφO. Hence T is not ergodic.
§3. Isomorphism between ergodic pkew product transformations
From now on we assume further έhat X is also a circle and φ is
the translation (rotation) by an irrational number γ. Accordingly
Ω = I x Y is a two-dimensional torus.
Theorem 3. Let T and S be ergodic skew product transformations
with a-functions a(x) and β(x) respectively. If T and S are spatially iso->
morphic, that is, if there exists a measure preserving transformation
V of 0 onto itself such that VTV^ι=St then between a(x) and β(x)
there exists the following rάat%oyhTΛ
a(x)—β(x+u)£,a or a(x)+/3(x+u)ea,
where, u is an element of X?. And accordingly V is of the following
form:
V(x, y) = {x+u, θ(x)+y\ or V(x, y) =? (x+u, θ(x)-y).
Conversely if
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holds for some ueX and θ(x)€A, then VTV~ι = S
holds
r
 where V(xf y) — (x + u, θ(x) + y);
and if
a(x)+β{x+u) = θ(x+y)-θ(x)
holds for some ueX and θ(x)eA, then VTV~1 = S holds, where V(x,y)
= (x+u, θ(x)-y).
If a(x)—β(x+u) or a(x)+β(jxι + u) belongs to S for some u e X,
a(x) and β{x) are called equivalent.
Let g {x, y) and h O, y) be the X- and ^coordinate of V(x, y):
(10) V{x,v) - (gί*,y),"h(x,v)y..
Then g (x, y) and h (x, y) are X- and Γ-valued measurable functions on
n. Suppose VTV τ = S. Then
(11) VT(x, y) =
is equal to
(12) SF^yJ^Sfj^^*^
= (^(*, v)+y,.ft(χ, y)+β(g\χ, y))).
In comparing the X- and Γ-coordinates of (11) arid (12) we have
(13) flr(α?+y* y+«(«)) = 9 (χ,v)+Ί >
(14) A(α?+γ, ?/+ <*(#)) = A(α?f y)+β(g(x, y))\
Since # (», y) and h (x, y) are ' quantities on the circlie, g* (x, y)
= exp \2πig (x,y)\ and λ*'(k, 2/) = exp {2τriA (α?, 2/)j 3are usual complex-
valued measurable functions on ί2. From (13) it follows
(15) g* (T(x, y)) =P e2** g* (x, <i}).
This shows that g(x,y) is a proper function to the proper value 7,
The function exp(2τrto) is also a proper function to the proper value
γ, the ergodicity of T implies
(16) g (#, y) — c exp (2πix),
where c is a constant different from zero. If we denote by u the
amplitude of c We have from (16)
(17) g{χ*v) = χ+u.
Putting (17) in (14) we have
(18) h(x+y, y + a^x)) =• h(xty)+β{x+u).
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Put
(19) hp (x) = j h*O, y) exp(-2πipy) dy .
From (18) and (19) it follows
(20) hp(0:4-7) exp {2πipa(x)} = hp(x) exp{2πίβ(x+u)} .
Taking the absolute value of (20) we have the equality: \hp(x+y)\
= \hp(x)\, which is a constant and does ίiot vanish identically for
some integer p, because h*(x,y) is not identically zero. For this
integer p, there exists a function θ(x) e A such that
(21) hp {x)= c { exp
where c is a positive constant.
Putting (21) into (20) we have
(22) θ(x+y)+pa{x) =
If Λp(a?) is not identically zero, then hq(x) must vanish for all
For otherwise if for some qφp hq(x) does not vanish we obtain the
following equality (23) just as we obtained (22), and this leads to a
contradiction as follows.
(23) ^(a?+γ)+ffΛ(a?) =.θ'{x) + β{x+u)
for some θ'(x)eA.
Substract (23) from (22). Then we have (p-q)a(x)eB, and
p—g=l=0. According to Theorem 2 this contradicts the assumption
that T is ergodic. Hence we obtain
(24) h* (a?, 2/) .= c exp {2τri ((9 (χ)+py)} .
This implies
(25) hCx:yy=^θ(x)H-pif
and
(26) V(#, 2/) "='(x+u, θ(x)-hpy).
Since F is a measure preserving transformation on ί2, for almost
all xt θ(x)+py must be a measure preserving transformation on Y.
This is valid only if p = 1 or p— — 1 . ' In case p = l w e get from (22)
(27) tf(αO-/3(a? + ίO = ^ (a?)-#('a?-f 7),
and V(x, y) — {x+u, θ(x)+y) *
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Ift casB p ~ — 1 we have similarly
(28) a(x)+β(x+u) = θ(x+y)--θ(x)
and V(x, y) = (x + u, θ(x) — y ) .
The converse of the proposition is evident.
§4. Spectral property of skew product transformations
Let H be the Hubert space.of all functions belonging to L2(n).
Let U be the unitary operator on H which corresponds to the skew
product transformation T with the α:-function a(x):
(29) "Uf(x9y) = f{T{x>y)) = /(s+.γ, y + a{x)),
where f (x, y)eH.
Unitary-invariant properties of the unitary operator U are called
spectral properties of the measure preserving transformation T. Two
measure preserving transformations T and S are called spectrally iso-
nίorphic if the corresponding unitary operators are unitary-equivalent 3\
Since ί2 is the direct product measure space of X and Γ, the set
of functions \ψP,q(x, y)\ :
(30) fp,q(x,y) = exp{2πi(px+py)}, where p, q=0, ±1V±2,
form a complete orthonormal system of H. Let Hq be the closed
linear subspace of H which is spanned by {^,$1 for fixed q andp = 0,
± 1 , ±2, . . . .
It is clear that H is decomposed into the direct sum of Hq (tf = 0,
± 1 , ±2,.v.) which are mutually orthogonal and that each Hq is in-
variant under the unitary operator U: H= Σ QHq. Hq is the set of
functions of the form f(x)exp(2πiqy), where f (x) eL2 (X) Especially
H
o
 is the set of functions depending only on the value of the -X"-coordi-
nate. The unitary operator U on HQ is evidently isomorphic
4)
 to the
unitary operator on L2 (X) which corresponds to the translation by γ on
X: We shall denote by H^ the orthocomplement of H
o
: Hf= Σ ®Hq.
«φθ
It is in H^ where spectral properties of T are to be discussed in
connection with the behaviours of the a-ίunctionjcc(x). The property
3) Unitary operators U and V are called unitary-equivalent if there exists a unitary
operator W such that V^WUW~K
4) Hereί " isomorphic " means "unitary-equivalent ".
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of U will be completely determined if we know the behaviour of
(Unφp,qi ψp',g) as a function of n for every p, pf, and q, and which is
expressed in the following formula:
( 3 1 ) (Unψp,qt φP',q) = J | [ {
+ a(x + (n—l)y) + y)}\exp{—2πi(pfx + qy)] dxdy
= exp (2πipny)\ exp\2πi{(p-p')x+q (<*(#) + i. r+ά(α? + (w—l)γ)} dx.
§ 5. Point spectrum
Lemma 1. // a constant function ct(x) = \ belongs to/S, then λ is
a multiple of 7.
From \
e
=θ(x) — θ(x+y) for some θ(x)eA it follows
(32) exp{.2**00*.+7)} ^e~2%tλ exp{2τriθ<ix)} .
Therefore —λ is.a proper value of the translation by 7 with the pro-
per function exp \2πiθ (x)}. This implies that λ is a multiple of 7.
Theorem 4. Let Λ 6e ί^e sβί of proper values of an ergodic skew
product transformation T. Then Λ is an additive group with at most
two generators.
1
 Let Λ* be the set of integers q for which g φ ) - λ e Ξ holds for
some λGΛ, where a{x) is the a-ίunction of T:
(33) Λ^ = {qiqa(x)-\ e Ξ for some λ € ΛJ .
From the fact that A is a subgroup of Γ, it is easily verified that Λ*
is a subgroup of the additive group of integers. Consequently Λ^ is
a cyclic group with a generator p and to this p there exists an element
P of Λ such that
(34) pa(x) — p € Ξ .
According to Theorem 1, for any λcΛ, there exists a qβA* such that
(35) qaίx)~\ e Ξ .
Let n be the quotient of q by p: q = np. Multiple (34) by n, and
subtract it from (35), then we get np—XeΞ which is seen to be a
multiple of 7 by Lemma 1. Therefore there exists an integer m such
that np—\—my, thus p and 7 are seen to be generators of Λ.
Theorem 5. An ergodic skew product transformation T with an
a-function a(x) has pure point spectrum if and only if a(x) is equi-
valent with a constant function λ, where λ is an irrational number
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linearly independent of γ.
Let U be the unitary operator on H which corresponds to T. U
on H
o
 has always pure point spectrum, the proper values being mul-
tiples of γ. If.Er.on H has pure point spectrum, U on H^ must have
pure point spectrum, and the proper values must be linearly independ-
ent of γ, since T is assumed to be ergodic 5\- By Theorem 4 the
additive group of proper values of U has only two generators, one of
them is γ, let the other be λ, then the set of proper values of U on
H
o
 is the cyclic group with the generator λ. Since λ is a proper
value of T, by Theorem 1 there exists an integer p and a function
θ(x)eA such that
(36) pa(x)-X .== 0(α)-0O& + 7).
Therefore for any integer nf
(37) npa(x)-nX =. n(θ(x)-θ(x +γ))
holds. Then it is easily verified that
(38) exp {2τtin{θ{x) +py)}
is a proper function belonging to the proper value nX. Let M be the
closed linear subspace of HQ which is spanned by the set of functions
of the form of (38) for n= ±1, ±2, . . . . Since U has pure continuous
spectrum on the orthocomplement of M with respect to H^, H^ must
coincide with M, this fact implies that p = ± 1 . This means by (36)
that a(x) is equivalent with the constant λ. Conversely if a£x)ti&
equivalent with a constant λ: a(x)—X e Ξ, then by Theorem 3 T is
isomorphic to the direct product transformation of the translation by
7 . o n l and the translation by λ on Y.
§ 6. Discussion of the case <x(x) = tnx (strongly mixing case on HQ1)
In this § we use the notations in §4.
Theorem 6. Let ί2' be the infinite dimensional torus,6j and S be
the usual shift transformation on Ω,'. Let V be the unitary operator
on L2(O') corresponding to S. Let Co be the one-dimensional subspace
of L2 (O') consisting of constant functions. Let us denote by M the
orthocomplement of* C
o
 in L2 (O') Qy> the other hand let Tmpe the
skew product transformation with the a-function a(x) = mx respectively,
5} The point spectrum of an ergodic transformation must be simple.
6) See the footnote 2)
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where m is an arbitrary integer different from zero. Let ί/»» be the
unitary operator corresponding to T
m
. Then for every in, U
m
 on H
o
 and
V on M are isomorphic to each other.
By the definition of U
m
 and φp, q we have the equality:
(39) U
m
ψp,q = φp,q{x+y, y + mx) = e 2 π 2 > ψ p +
+mΛ,q
Let \yP,q] (p, q=0, ±1, ±2,. . .) be a system of constants satisfy-
ing the following relations:
(40) K J = 1, yp+mΛtq = e2*i*yP,q
Put
(41) ψ'P,q = yP,qψP,q
then we have
(42) U
m
ψ'Ptq = ψ'p+m.q
For any integer k such that l<Lk<Lmq let MK^ be the subspace of Hq,
which is spanned by \φP,q], where p runs through every integer con-
gruent to k modulo mq. Obviously Mίq) is spanned by \φrPtq], where
p = k (mod mq). Since Hq = 2 0 M ^ , we have
(43) jy
o
x
 = Σ Σ θ ϋ ί ί "
gφO fc (woof mg)
Every 4f£g) is infinite dimensional and in each of them there exists a
complete orthonormal system \ψ'P,q\, (p^=k (mod mq)), which is tran-
sitive under U
m
 by (42). This fact tells that U
m
 on H» and V on M
are isomorphic to each other.
Corollary. For any integer m different from zero, T
m
 is an ergodic
transformation which has pure continuous spectrum on H^% and every
spectrum on H^ is absolutely continuous.
Theorem 7. Let T
m
 (m = l,2,...) be the skew product transforma-
tions defined above. They are mutually spectrally isomorphic but not
spatially isomorphic.
We have proved in Theorem 6 that all Z7'
w
s are isomorphic to
each other on HQ. Since they are clearly isomorphic to each other
on H
o
, they are isomorphic on the whole space H=H0(BHQ. Namely
all T'
m
s are spectrally isomorphic to each other. But for m=\-n
(m, w>0) T
m
 and T
n
 are not spatially isomorphic. This is because if
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they were spatially isomorphic, then by Theorem 3 mx±n(x+u)eΞ
for some ueX. This means that (m±ri) x—nuea, therefore the
α-function (m±n) x is equivalent with a constant mi. From the
preceding corollary we see that this is a contradiction.
§7. Discussion of the case when a(x) takes two different values
(weakly mixing case in 11%)
In this § we discuss spectral properties of a skew product trans-
formation T with the <x-function a(x)=pcF! (x), where p is an irra-
tional number and E is an interval on X such that 0<m(i7)<l,
- (a?)τ) is defined as follows:
if x e E(44) , _ ,
(.0 if xeE.
It will be shown that there appears singular continuous spectrum
for some ergodic skew product transformations of the above type.
This fact is to be compared with the result that the transformations
discussed in § 6 have pure absolutely continuous spectrum on H%.
For this purpose we need some preliminary considerations on the
density of the set of all points of the form sy on X where s is an
integer such that l<Ls<LN.
We may regard the irrational number γ on X as a real irrational
number between 0 and 1. Put δ
o
=l, δ ^ γ , and continue the division-
process as follows:
where k
n
 is a non-negative integer and 0 < δ
w + 1 <δ w for any positive
integer n. Namely the irrational number γ is expressed in the form
of the continued fraction:
(46) γ = - L -
k
Let \p
n
} be the sequence of integers defined by the following equality
7) As a real-valued function CE 0 0 is the usual characteristic function of the inter-
val E, but as a y-valued function CE 0 0
 i s
 a constant. Here •' φCE Qc) as a Y-valued
function " is to be considered as a real-valued function oCE QO' modulo 1,
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(47) Pn r=* JCnPn-l+Pn-** • »-•=?=• 1, 2 /
It is evident that ρ
n
 is a function of fc
x
, fc2,... ,fcw, we use as usual the
following notation:
(48) p
n
 = LA, fc2, ... ,fcn]
It is easily verified that the following equality holds.
(49) δft = pA+Pn-A+i.
Put mM = 2>w-f-^-i, and let Λfn be the set of all points of the form
sy on X, where s is an integer such that 0^s<:ra
w
—1. Let 2VW be the
set of intervals whose end point belong to M
n
 and whose inner points
never belong to M
n
. If we represent intervals by their length we have
successively the following schema:
3 δ 2 ... δ 2 δ 3 δ 2 ... δ 2 ... δs δ 2 ... δ 2 δ 3 δ 2 ... δ
δ 3 ... δ 3 δ 4 δ 3 ... δ 3 δ 4 ... δ 3 ... δ 3 δ 4 — —
— δ 3 ... δ 3 δ 4 δ 3 ... δ 3 δ 4 ... δ 3 ... δ 3 δ 4
By induction we obtain the following:
Lemma 2. N
n
 consists of intervals of length S
n
 and S
n+lf and in
N
n
 every S
n+1 is isolated and the number of successive hn's is kn or fcΛ4-l.
Now the following principal lemma is to be proved.
Lemma 3. Let s be any integer between 1 and m
nf let Γ be a chain
of s successive intervals belonging to N
nt and let Γ" be another chain
of s successive intervals belonging to N
n
. Let us denote by N (Γ) the
number of 8
n+1's contained in Γ. Then \N (Γ)—N (Γ") |^ l .
Proof. Γ may be considered as a chain of the letters: 8
n
's and
δn+i's placed on the circle. If we shift Γ step by step in the definite
direction Γ is finally brought to Γ' after some steps. Suppose that Γ
loses a 8
n+1 at the tail while gaining a Sn at the head once during this
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shift. Then it is impossible that the tail of Γ loses another S
w+1 be.
fore the head of Γ gains a δ
n + 1, because this is contradictory to
Lemma 2. Nevertheless it is possible that when the head .gains a
r
S
w + 1
the tail loses a ! B + 1 simultaneously, and the same situation tafees place
several times. But at the instant when this situation breaks the head
must gain a S
n+1 while the tail must lose a Sn." This is because other-
wise there exists a certain integer m<jι such that Lemma 2 is not
true for N
m
.
The above argument implies that if N (Γ) decreases by 1 at a cer-
tain moment during the shift, the next instant when the value of N (Γ)
changes it must increase by 1, and vice versa. This completes the
proof of the lemma.
Lemma 4. Let us denote by v
n
 (E) the number of the points of M
n
which fall on a closed interval Ei on X. If the length of the closed
interval E is equal to that of a closed interval 25", then \v
n
iE)
— v
n
(Ef)\<Ji holds for every positive integer n.
Proof. Suppose that
(50) ^ v
n
{
while the length of E is equal to that of Ef. Let v and q be the
points which do not belong to E and which are nearest to the left
and the right end points of E, respectively. Let E
λ
 be the interval
Of (?), then we have
(51) vH{Ex) = »n(E) + 2.
Let p' be a point of Ef f\M
n
 which is nearest to one of the end
points of £", and let q' be the point of Ef f\M
n
 such that
(52) v
n
{E\!) = vΛEJ
where E
Λ
f
 = [>', q'}.
Then we obtain from (50), (51) and (52)
(53) „„(#/) <L v
n
tE')-2
By (52) and by the fact that the length of E
λ
f
 is smaller than the
length of Elt if the number of δn+1's contained in Ex is t the number
of δ/s contained in EJ is ί + 1, and if the number of V s contained
in £\ is s the number of δ«'s contained in E{ is s - 1 . Since by
Lemma 2 S
n+1 is isolated we may conclude ffoiίi (53) that m^E'—E^)
^δ
n
+8
n+1. Hence we get the following inequalities, where I is the
length of E and-JET':
(54) *
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(55) {s
(54) and (55) are not consistent, therefore the assumption (50) has
been proved to be false.
Theorem 8. Let p and γ be arbitrary irrational numbers and let
E be an arbitrary interval on X such that 0 < m ( £ T ) < l . Then non-
absolutely-continuous spectrum appears in H^ for the skew product
transformation !Γ with the a-function a(x) = pCE (x).
Proof. Let q be a positive integer such that
(56) \qP\ < l ( m o d 1).
Let us put
(57) / (x, y) = exp (2πiqy),
this function belongs to Hq. Let U be the unitary operator correspond-
ing to T. Then we have
(58) Um« f (x, y) = exp (2πiqy) exp {2τdqp Σ cB (» + ή
It follows
(59) (Um« f,f) = \ exp {2π-wWΣ cE (x + /γ)} rfa?.
It is obvious that
(60) m*β
It follows from Lemma 4 that the function v
n
(E—x) can take at most
four different values. From this fact and (56) we see that all values
of exp [2πiqpv
n
(E—x)\ lie on a one side of the plane with respect to
a certian line through the origin. Hence it is impossible that
(61) lim (tΛ/,/) = 0
holds. But if contrary to the statement of the theorem all spectra of
T are absolutely continuous on H^ the equality (61) must hold. The
proof of the theorem is thus completed.
Theorem 9. There exist an irrational number y and an interval
E such that the skew product transformation T with the a-function
a(x) = pcE{x) is ergodic and has pure continuous spectrum on H^.
Proof, Let \k
n
] be a sequence of positive even numbers satisfy-
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ing the following conditions:
(62) lim lc
n
 = oo,
(63) lim ί>i f c2,... ,
(64) lim — •= 0 .
Jc
n+1
Let γ be the irrational number defined by the formula (46). Let
I be the quantity defined by
(65) I = Σ 3 % - « ι .
« = i Z
Since 7 ^ 2 for every n, it follows that 2S
n + 1 <δ n for every n. There-
fore the right hand side of (65) is convergent and its value is smaller
than 1. We have by (45) and (62)
(66) l i m ^ = 0.
In the same way as we obtained (49) we have
(67) St = [fc/Hl, ... ,fc»] S» + Cfci + 1. . »fc»-ll
for every 1 ^ i <1 w —2. For i = n — l we have
(45) δM_j = JcnSn-hSn+ι
Therefore we have the following equality:
= y {^  (fc
β
.i+i)+Σ
+ "o" { ^ - 1 + Σ & « C^ < + i» ••• » ^Λ-Of δ
w + i + - 4
± i
Z k t=L ' Z
From (64) it is clear that
(69) lim {K^+Σk Ck
ί+Λ,... , ^ .0} f^2 = 0 .
From (62) it is clear that
(70) ^φ λ
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On the other hand we have
(71) Έ^-Bt<8-ψ + δψ +
/w 2 &
Let us denote by F (α) the fractional part of a real number a.
Then it follows from (66), (68), (69), (70) and (71) that
lim Ff1-8-/2} = 0 (modi)(72)
Let # be the interval [0, ϊj on X, where Z is defined by (65).
Let γ be the irrational number defined above. Let T be the skew
product transformation with the α-function pCE(x) where p is an
arbitrary irrational number.
In order to show that T is ergodic and has pure continuous spec-
trum on HQ, by Theorem 1, 2 and by the argument in § 5, it is
sufficient to prove that the following equality does not hold for any
integer pφO, λeY and Θ (x) e A 8 ) :
(73) P p c E ( x ) - X = θ ( x ) — θ ( x + y ) .
Let us suppose that (73) holds for some integer pφO, for some
λeY, and for some θ(x)eA. Then we have the following equality
for every positive integer n:
(74) pp Σ cE(x + iy) — mn\ = θ (x) — θ (x-hmny).
From (60) and (74) we have
(75) ppv
n
{E-x)-m
n
\ = θ(x)-θ (x + m
n
y) .
It is possible to find a subsequence \m
n
r\ of the sequence {m
n
\ such
that
(76) lim m
n
r\ = λ0, lim mn
fy = yQ,
W->oo W->oo
where λ0 and γ0 are certain elements of the circle, and such that
(77) lim
holds for almost all x.
Therefore it would lead to a contradiction if we show that no
subsequence of the sequence of functions \ppv
n
{E — x)\ is convergent
8) For Λ=-0 the non-existence of / φ θ and 0(V) 6 A implies the ergodicity of T, for
Λ={=0 the non-existence of jd=j=O and 0(.r) e A implies that λ is not a proper value of T,
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for almost all x. Let /„ be the sum of the intervals of length δ
n+1
belonging to N
n
. Then it follows from (49)
(78) m(I
n
) = p«-iδ
n+1.
By the condition (63) we have
(79) lim m ( / w ) = lim ?n=2$»±i = 0.
By the definition of the function p
n
(E—x), this function is constant on
every interval whose end points belong to M
n
\J(M
n
 — l) and whose
inner points do not belong to M
n
\J(M
n
—l). Let K
n
 be the set of
intervals whose end points belong to I
n
\J'(/„—!) and whose inner
points do not belong to I
n
\Jih-l)- For any interval / belonging to
K
n
> Vpv
n
{E—x) takes alternatively two different values on / (the diffe-
rence of the values is pp) with constant intervals93 with length very
near to δ
n
/2, this is because (72) holds and lim ^IΛΞLLΞM=Q
holds. If we denote the sum of the intervals belonging to the family
K
n
 again by the same letter K
n
, we have m{K
n
) = l—m {/»V/(/«—')}
:>1 — 23>
n
_.iδ
n+1> which tends to 1 as w->oo. Therefore it is impossible
that any subsequence of \ppv
n
(E—x)} is convergent almost everywhere.
This completes the proof of the theorem. Combining the results of
Theorem 8 and 9 we have shown that there exists an ergodic skew
product transformation T which has pure continuous spectrum on H
o
and which has singular continuous spectrum.
(Received January 11, 1951)
9) We mean here by "constant intervals" intervals on which the values of v
n
(E-t
are constants.

